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WELCOME TO
THE 2023

PULSE CHECK.
As challenges of global issues, capacity management, and buy-in for 
further investment continue to loom over in-house marketers, a 
focus on ‘slow burn’ tactics might seem out of place. 

However, in the face of ever-more fractured, saturated 
marketplaces, both in-house and agency marketing leaders alike are 
in agreement on the trends to shape Marketing Communications in 
2023; a year where brand loyalty - and authenticity - will be king.

In this year’s ‘Pulse Check’ survey, we asked more than 150 in-house 
and agency marketing leaders to share their predictions on the 
trends, challenges, and opportunities they’re expecting to see in 
2023.
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WITH THANKS
TO OUR
CONTRIBUTORS:
As a blend of anonymous and public contributions, more than 150
businesses have contributed to the findings of our 2023 Industry Pulse
Check.

In-house contributions came from a range of industries and businesses,
including;

Anaergia, Aparito, Exclaimer, Glean, IRIS Software Group, Lovell,
Meridian Business Support, Photomath, Respect Mortgages, 
We are Adam, Victorian Plumbing, and more.

Agency contributions were also collected across a range of
specialisms, with credit to; 

A Story Called, Actuate Agency, Audience Collective, 
Better Agency, BH&P, Curated, Dead Pixel Films, december19,
Different Narrative, Distribute Digital, Drummond Central, Emperor,
Empower, Evoluted, Evolved, Fabric Social, GottaBe!, hub, 
Ice Blue Sky,  Miramar Group, MOOT, Peak District SEO, Quba,
Quibble, Sciart Marketing, Secret Source, Selesti, Smartebusiness,
Smoking Gun, SnowLilley Marketing, Start Communication,
Summit, The Audit Lab, The SEO Works, TrunkBBI, Visualsoft,
WebBox, Whiteoaks International, Workhouse, and more.
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THE MAIN AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY FOR
MARKETERS IN 2023

IN THIS
REPORT:

Identify the channels and trends that marketers 
are looking to as key opportunities across the 
industry

Assess exactly how well aligned in-house and 
agency marketing teams are in their vision and 
predictions for the future

Highlight the key challenges faced by marketers 
in every corner of the discipline

In this year's Pulse Check, we asked key questions around 
the challenges and opportunities expected by marketers 
across the industry.

With responses from 150+ marketing leaders covering 
13 industry sectors and 10+ marketing specialisms, 
our goals were to:

THE MAJOR CHALLENGES TO FACE IN-HOUSE
AND AGENCY TEAMS THIS YEAR

MARKETING RELATIONSHIPS: BRANDS AND
AGENCIES IN 2023

THE TRENDS EXPECTED TO HAVE THE LARGEST
IMPACT FOR IN-HOUSE MARKETERS THIS YEAR

THE MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS FOR MARKETERS
LOOKING TO UPLIFT THEIR STRATEGY IN 2023

Our key findings break into 5 segments, presented herein as:
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THE 
DATASET.
The key outcomes in this report are drawn from 
a blended dataset of both anonymised and 
named contributors.

Two surveys were conducted; one for in-house 
marketing leaders, one for agency leadership 
teams. Though questions have been amended 
for relevance in terminology, the adapted 
wording has been kept to a minimum to allow 
for results to be statistically reliable.

Naturally, certain industries or specialisms will 
have differing experiences when looking at the 
wider marketing world.

Therefore, when considering the results, we find 
it pertinent to share a transparent view of the 
weighting of responses by industry sector for 
the in-house survey. Similarly, we are sharing 
the weighting of responses by specialism for 
agency leaders.

Though responses are anonymised in this 
publication, it should also be noted that all 
respondents have been verified as fitting the 
qualification of 'marketing decision-maker' - 
that is, a key stakeholder within a marketing 
function, or marketing agency.

IN-HOUSE SURVEY : RESPONDENTS BY INDUSTRY

AGENCY SURVEY: RESPONDENTS BY DISCIPLINE
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"Allocate budgets wisely in 2023. 

While it might appear to make sense to 
push budget to measurable channels, like 
search, we need to maintain some level of 
brand awareness/brand building as this 
helps your brand stand out online."

- Michael Maslona, Director
Summit Media

MARKETING
RELATIONSHIPS:
BRANDS AND
AGENCIES IN
2023.
As one of the few marketing intermediaries in the UK, GO! 
get the chance to sit at the heart of a range of brand-
agency partnerships. 

This year, we sought to explore the perceptions and 
predictions on both sides of the fence, particularly the 
changing nature of the work and budget being 
allocated to 'external' support.

With certain predictions aligning successfully between in-
house and agency respondents, there are slight 
disconnects to be found in predictions for 2023.
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1 2 3 4 50

Expected spend on marketing agency
support
Scope of work outsourced to external
support
Length of proposed engagement
between in-house teams and agencies
for key projects

BRAND-AGENCY RELATIONSHIPS

THE QUESTION
We asked both our in-house and agency 
respondents to share their predictions on how 
certain aspects of client-agency relationships 
may shift in the new year:

In-house Q: What are you expecting to see in terms of
your marketing budget/allocation this year?

We also asked how in-house teams are expecting 
their wider marketing budget to adjust in 
2023.

THE RESULTS
Despite predictions of a challenging year ahead, 
in-house teams are looking optimistic when it 
comes to budgets and external support for their 
marketing strategy, with over 70% of in-house 
respondents expecting 'little to no change' 
in their full budget.

More than 60% also believe there will be no 
significant change to the scope or length of 
relationships with external resource and 
marketing agencies.

However, agency respondents leaned further 
to predicting increased scope of work being 
outsourced, with 43% of respondents expecting 
significantly increased scope against less than 
6% expecting a decrease in the breadth of 
work they will be engaged to cover.

0 = Heavily decreased budget
5 = Heavily increased budget

Agency Q: What are you expecting to see in terms of
client spend in your area of expertise this year?
0 = Heavily decreased budget
5 = Heavily increased budget

1 2 3 4 50
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BRAND-AGENCY RELATIONSHIPS

In-house: What shifts - if any - are you making in the scope
of work outsourced to external marketing specialists?

Agency: What shifts - if any - are you expecting to see in
the scope of work across your client relationships?

1 2 3 4 50

0 = Heavily decreased scope
5 = Heavily increased scope

0 = Heavily decreased scope
5 = Heavily increased scope

1 2 3 4 50

A CLOSER LOOK: SCOPE OF WORK
OUTSOURCED TO EXTERNAL AGENCIES

Evaluating the Performance of an Agency Partner

A real marketing agency partner should feel like part of your team, and 
should be evaluated as such - so, regularly evaluating the performance of 
your marketing agencies is crucial for any in-house team wanting to get the 
best from an agency partnership.

MAP INITIAL FEEDBACK WITH A 'SWOT'
ANALYSIS

A good place to start this evaluation is by running something 
called a 'SWOT analysis' (Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities, and Threats).

This is not intended to be a data-led analysis, but rather a 
pulse check to understand what you and your team think is 
working best, and where you need to focus your efforts going 
forward with your agency.

NEED A STARTING POINT? DOWNLOAD OUR INTERACTIVE 
MARKETING AGENCY EVALUATION CHECKLIST HERE.

COMBINE BOTH QUALITATIVE AND
QUANTITATIVE MEASURES FOR SUCCESS

 For example, you might be happy with the output of work, but 
your team working day-to-day with the agency might be 
spending a lot of their own time managing the relationship and 
have frustrations of their own.

The measures you choose to prioritise will vary - but ensure 
that these criteria give more than purely a 'by-the-numbers' 
approach.

BE TRANSPARENT WITH YOUR AGENCY
PARTNERS AT EVERY STAGE

Many times, tensions between brands and agencies occur 
when the agency think they are performing well in an area and 
unaware of the brand’s perspective. 

Try to overcome this as early as possible in the review process 
– a good idea would be to share your SWOT analysis with
them in advance, along with the criteria you're assessing.
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BRAND-AGENCY RELATIONSHIPS

In-house: What shifts - if any - are you making in the 
length of engagement with outsourced marketing
support?

Agency: What shifts - if any - are you expecting to see
in the length of proposed engagement from brands?

1 2 3 4 50

0 = Shorter, one-off projects
5 = Significantly more long-term

0 = Shorter, one-off projects
5 = Significantly more long-term

1 2 3 4 50

A CLOSER LOOK: LENGTH OF
PROPOSED ENGAGEMENT ON WORK

Building more effective Brand-Agency relationships in 2023

GO! SIT AT THE HEART OF HUNDREDS OF BRAND-AGENCY 
PARTNERSHIPS IN OUR ROLE. LEARN HOW WE WORK HERE. 

"Decide what presents the best value for your in-house 
team and what it makes sense to partner on. 

Don't have an expensive internal team doing work that can 
be outsourced."

- Andy Hill, Founder, Distribute Digital

"If you’re running a large pitch or looking to make a major 
appointment, ensure you’re keeping the process transparent, 
considering more than one agency, and getting buy-in from 
your key stakeholders without any kind of bias.

Similar to buying a house or making any other major 
commitment – information gathering, running a risk 
assessment, and benchmarking against at least a couple of 
other potential partners to make sure you’re genuinely 
getting a good deal is crucial.."

- Charlotte Boerescu-Kelly, Head of Marketing, GO!

"With budgets and available resources scaling down, 
choosing trusted agency partners who can become natural 
extensions of in-house teams is essential. 

Building excellent working relationships between in-house 
and agency teams will be one of the only ways to scale 
performance on reduced budgets."

- Ben Matthews, Co-Founder, Empower
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AREAS OF
OPPORTUNITY.

‘Focussing on customer experience, and
giving consumers a real reason to shop
with you will be key in 2023. 

Rewarding loyalty and attracting
customers through personalisation will
allow you to gain a competitive advantage
in tricky market conditions.’

- Ian Hyde, Head of Digital Performance
Visualsoft

From a set range of options, we asked our respondents to 
select the major opportunities for marketing leaders 
and communication strategies in 2023.

With the exception of one discrepancy between our in-
house and agency respondents on the opportunity to be 
found in Tech-led solutions, the results were almost 
identically aligned on the key opportunities for marketing 
communications leaders in the new year.
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From the below, we asked our respondents to
select the major opportunities for marketing
leaders and communication strategies in 2023:

AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY

Branded Communities and Audience 
Engagement
Consumer/Market Research 
Customer Experience and Retention 
Organic Growth Channels - Social, 
SEO, etc.
OOH, TV & Media Spend
PR and Reputation Building
PPC and Digital Advertising
Tech-led Solutions - New Platforms, 
Software etc.
Other (to be clarified)

THE QUESTION

THE RESULTS
As consumers become more ‘switched on’ to 
blatant marketing efforts, it’s no surprise that 
direct audience engagement and relationship 
building are taking the lead as a major trend for 
Marketing Communications leaders in 2023.

Across both in-house and agency marketing 
leaders, more than 50% of respondents 
chose Customer Retention and Loyalty as 
holding the most opportunity for marketers 
in the new year -the most popular response 
selected across the board.

Branded Communities and Audience 
Engagement came second on the list of key 
opportunities for in-house marketing leaders, 
with 47.1% of respondents choosing this option. 

Of the below, where do you see the most opportunity
for marketing leaders in the New Year?

In-house respondentsAgency respondents

Other

OOH, TV & Media

Consumer/Market Research

PPC & Digital Advertising

Tech Solutions - New Platforms
and Software

PR & Reputation Building

Organic Growth Channels

Branded Communities & Audience
Engagement

Customer Experience and
Retention
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AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY

WHERE AND WHY MARKETERS ARE INVESTING

We asked our respondents to share their thoughts on additional areas of 
opportunity, or share their justification for their selections.

'Going long' with investments in PR and Reputation Building

Though ranked 5th as a priority for our agency respondents, almost 48% of 
in-house marketers chose an investment in PR and Reputation 
Building as a key opportunity in the new year.

The trend of ‘going long’ with marketing strategies has been gaining 
momentum in 2022 with the likes of Airbnb citing their investment in ‘brand 
marketing’ to be at the core of their success in a turbulent year.

Sarah-Louisa Stanton, Marketing Manager at Meridian Business 
Support, highlighted the strategic - and ethical - value of brand positioning 
for marketing teams in the new year.

‘Our customers are 100% the most important part of our 2023 
strategy. We're heading into a truly difficult time, so ensuring we position our 
brand as one who genuinely cares and wants to support all our customers will 
not only help with brand awareness - it’s also morally the right thing to do.’
Investing in longer-term strategies, however, doesn’t need to mean a total 
disregard for shorter term tactics.

Ultimately, the focus for each team is likely to come down to a balance of 
internal priorities. 

As Craig Bowers, Managing Director at Miramar Group, shares, "The 
question in-house marketers should be asking themselves - is the focus short 
gains or a long term vision?’

"Consumers are only going to become more attuned to the
ethics of a business, and there'll be a challenge in
authentically showcasing your business' ethics and values,
especially getting your voice heard above all of the
'greenwashing' and performative ethics of other businesses"

- Kimberley Wright, Marketing & Operations Manager
We are Adam

Driving Stronger Customer Experiences through Marketing

As Ryan Ogilvie, Head of SEO at Evolved Search shares, 2023 is the year 
to ‘get to know your audiences! Invest time and money in speaking to 
your audiences and identifying their needs. 

These needs can then be fed into every marketing channel to ensure that 
everything you're doing has your audience(s) in mind.’

Daniel Matijevic, Marketing Operations Manager at Photomath, builds on 
the opportunities to be found in 'Branded Communities'.

'A key potential opportunity is the growth of online communities and social 
networks. Marketers can leverage these platforms to engage with their target 
audience and build relationships with customers, as well as gather valuable 
feedback and insights.'

Dan Maisey, Head of Commercial Performance at Fabric Social, stresses the 
importance of authentic channel activation for any 2023 marketing strategy.

‘Community development will be crucial; it's not about Gen Z or Millennials etc. 
anymore. It's about communities within them. 

Brands tapping into those communities through top-quality organic content 
that resonates, that's where brands will gain resonance, salience, and ultimately 
brand loyalty.’

The rise of Branded Communities and Direct Audience Engagement

"I believe investing sustainably in growth through focusing on
customers is going to be key, building channels and content to
offer value at every stage."

- Carol Howley, Chief Marketing Officer
Exclaimer
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AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY

Organic Growth through Social, SEO, Advocacy and more

From SEO to social media, organic channels are making a major comeback
after the short-term digital acquisition boom in recent years. 

Partly attributed to the growing complexity of customer journeys, but also the 
growth in understanding of ‘being marketed to’ from consumers, 
organic channels allow audiences to discover brands of their own volition, and 
combat the potential skepticism around shorter-term paid acquisition.

The role of content in a successful organic strategy in the new year can’t be 
understated - but effectively executing this can be a challenge in itself.

Kieran Edwards, Director at Dead Pixel Films, stresses the importance of
creativity in organic content in 2023.

‘There needs to be a focus on creating content that consumers can’t 
create themselves. It’s hard to create aspiration and brand mental 
availability if your touch points are the same as their iPhone camera roll or 
Instagram stories. Bring back escapism!’

3 TECH TRENDS SHAPING THE
MARKETING WORLD IN 2023

"Emerging tech, such as AI tools, will offer opportunities for creative 
development and offering new services for clients, especially for those agencies 

who can show that they're at the cutting-edge of these developments."

 Ben Matthews, Co-Founder, Empower 

You guessed it - the impact of AI technologies is expected to come to the fore
this year. With platforms like ChatGPT crossing one million users within a week of
launch, the threat vs opportunity of AI-driven content is already sparking debates.

AI-GENERATED CONTENT AND COMMS

800M
predicted users of AI 
chatbots by the end 

of 2023

22%
% of marketers 

currently using AI-
based applications

82%
of marketers planning to 

use AI for customer 
targeting this year

WEB 3.0 AND
PERSONALISATION

        With a 'new age of internet' fast 
approaching, changes to data collection and 
privacy present a major challenge for 
marketers looking to drive stronger 
consumer insights.

Charlotte Graham-Cumming,  CEO of Ice 
Blue Sky, shares that '2023 will drive the 
need for more targeted, personalised, 
relevant communications. 

Pressure will be on to deliver results, and 
the only way to generate meaningful 
business is by demonstrating your 
understanding of the buyer, and showing 
your value and contribution in their terms.'

AR, VR, AND THE
METAVERSE

        Though the much-hyped 
metaverse has seen a slower start than 
predicted, many marketers are expecting to 
see a spike - particularly in the retail and 
consumer goods space - in 2023.

Much like AI and personalisation, success 
for marketers looking to drive the most 
from the metaverse this year will rest on the 
benefits of early adoption and expertise.

As Louise Rengozzi, Group Marketing 
Director at Audience Collective, shares,
'2023 will be all about striking the right 
balance between back-to-basics and 
innovation channels such as Metaverse.'
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"Further diffusion of decreased budgets
across multiple channels will make it
harder for small businesses to keep
pace with the leaders. 

The winners will be those who can take
advantage of decreased spend by their
competitors and vacuum up cheaper
SOV"

- Alexander Guest, Head of Marketing
Aparito

THE CHALLENGES
AHEAD.
In our next dataset, we asked in-house and agency 
marketing leaders to rank the issues they predict will 
prove the most challenging in the year ahead.

With the exception of in-house teams acknowledging the 
challenge of brand-audience loyalty building, responses 
aligned to 3 major issues in particular: resource 
management, approval of investment, and 
successfully positioning products and services in the 
face of an extremely turbulent global climate.
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In-house respondentsAgency respondents

From the below, we asked our respondents to
select the areas they believed would be the most
challenging in 2023:

THE CHALLENGES AHEAD

Approval of resource/investment for
additional spend
Attribution and tracking of data
Brand-audience awareness and loyalty
building
Brand identity and consolidation
Keeping pace with updated platforms
and channels
Product and service positioning against
global challenges
Resource and team capacity
Other (to be clarified)

THE QUESTION

THE RESULTS

Despite the majority of in-house respondents 
citing they expect to see 'little to no change' in 
their budget in 2023, and most reports in fact 
citing a likely growth in overall budgets for 
marketers, the ongoing political, economic, and 
global challenges of recent years are still front 
of mind.

Almost 50% of in-house marketers 
highlighted the challenge of positioning 
their products or services against global 
challenges.

Beyond this, over 60% of agency marketing 
leaders selected 'approval of investment' 
as the most likely challenge for in-house 
teams, and both sets of respondents concurred 
on the issue of resource and capacity 
management in 2023.

Of the below, which do you believe will be the largest
'challenge' area for marketers in 2023?

Other

Brand identity and consolidation

Keeping pace with updated platforms
and channels

Brand-audience awareness and
loyalty building

Attribution and tracking of data

Product and service positioning
against global challenges

Resource and team capacity

Approval of resource/investment for
additional spend

14
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THE CHALLENGES AHEAD

Approval of resource/investment for additional spend

THE CORE CHALLENGES FACING MARKETERS
THIS YEAR

Kieran Edwards, Creative Director at Dead Pixel Films, shares the 
challenge ahead for effectively positioning certain products and services.

'Brands have a challenge to win back consumers. After many people cutting 
costs and opting for own label products during the pandemic, then the feared 
recession, brand now have the challenge of convincing consumers that paying 
more again is worth it.'

The impact of these fast-evolving issues isn't only a challenge for new 
customer acquisition. Rick Guttridge, Founder of Smoking Gun PR, 
highlights the impact on wider brand loyalty. 'There's been a continued shift in 
consumer habits and spend to meet budgets - opting for lower-cost items to 
enable things like holidays. This is all resulting in less brand loyalty'.

However, it's not all doom and gloom. Rachel Lilley, Owner of SnowLilley 
Marketing shares the opportunity to be found in navigating these 
landscapes.

 "I think 2023 is a year of opportunity for those willing to invest in their 
businesses from a marketing perspective. 

As the landscape become more challenging, I think clients will be looking to 
their suppliers for more innovative and creative solutions, and we’ll be ready 
and waiting to help support them."

"Major considerations for the year ahead include making 
sure that you're investing in the things that have been proven 
to sustain and grow brands - not getting distracted by fads. 

Focus on how to navigate the recession, and come out of it
strong." - Dan Appleby, Managing Director

Drummond CentralWhether it's hiring new talent in an ever-more competitive market, or approval 
of investment in new channels, gaining the buy-in needed for in-house 
marketers is - perhaps unsurprisingly - expected to prove difficult into 2023, 
with almost half of all respondents citing resource, capacity, or approval 
of additional spend as one of the largest challenges they foresee this year.

Investment in activation

As Dan Rawley, Marketing Manager at Evoluted, shares, 'We'll be starting 
2023 in a highly challenging economic environment, so the onus is on marketers 
more than ever to justify the need for businesses to invest in marketing. 

Getting buy-in for long-term strategies will also be crucial, as some businesses 
may start to panic and reduce marketing spend if results don't come 
immediately.'

However, reducing spend isn't necessarily going to eliminate risk. In fact, as Mat 
O'Connor, CEO of Actuate, argues, the current climate can turn inaction into 
direct issues in itself.

'Some brands will follow government advice and reduce spending, I expect to 
see these brands become very reactive later in the year and then realise they 
need to do something to sustain their business. 

The older, bigger businesses will be making use of the extra resource 
available and I imagine will likely increase spend to take advantage of the 
flux with competitors'.

Investment in talent
It's not just marketing activation that may prove challenging this year. Ben 
Matthews, Co-Founder at Empower, shares that 'finding talent with the 
right mixture of skills and experience in an increasingly competitive 
environment and with rising salary costs will be a continuing challenge for 2023 
and beyond.'

Rob Shaw, CEO of hub agency, seconds this challenge from the perspective 
of employee retention in the marketing space. 'Cost of living pressures will 
impact staff retention across both agencies and clients as loyal staff are 
forced to move to new employers with a potentially poorer cultural fit, simply 
driven by financial need.'

'Selling' in a turbulent global landscape

15
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THE CHALLENGES AHEAD

MAXIMISING DATA AND
ANALYTICS IN 2023

We asked experts from our respondents to share their guidance for addressing the
'dark funnel' challenge in the year ahead.

THE 'DARK FUNNEL' 
CHALLENGE
A recent report from Ruler Analytics found that 
31% of marketers state that tracking offline 
conversions is one of their biggest challenges.

2023 SPOTLIGHT: DATA, ATTRIBUTION, AND
DEMONSTRATING ROI

Though it should come as no surprise that marketers in 2023 continue to face 
challenges of demonstrable return and attribution, the decline of third-party 
data coupled with the pressure of 'proving value' for wider marketing 
investment in the year ahead signals - for many - a perfect storm.

"From a marketeer perspective, we are seeing platforms increasingly 
become 'black box' - the likes of Google Performance Max as an example. 
Our challenge is how we create a competitive edge for our clients and 
maximise performance, when there is greater push towards automation 
within optimisation."

- Rebecca Wilkes, Client Services Director, Summit Media

"One of the largest challenges marketers are going to face this year? 
Marketing budgets being cut, because sales can't be attributed to 
marketing efforts."

- Simon Douglass, Founder & Chair, Curated

"There needs to be a major consideration - and investment - from
marketing teams around improved attribution and reporting. There's a
clear need to ensure better clarity on where valuable budget should be
spent to get the best ROI."

- Helen Badger, Group Marketing Director, IRIS Software Group

INVEST IN ROBUST, JOINED UP SYSTEMS
Nicholas Carlson, Director, Secret Source: We've seen the 
difference between companies who have cobbled together sales and 
marketing tech stacks, and those who have invested in a more efficient 
and joined up approach. 

Challenger brands and leaders have a budget allocated to reinvest in 
MarTech - driving efficiencies at this level helps to accelerate the 
success of future campaigns and improve marketing ROI.'

SECURE YOUR SUCCESS METRICS
Becky Holland, CEO, BH&P: The most important consideration for in-
house marketing leaders as they head into 2023 is making absolutely 
certain that the metrics and analytics they are using are fit for purpose, 
so that they can test. 

Listening has always been the most important skill that marketers can 
develop, so building a deep understanding of customers, markets, 
share of voice vs. share of wallet, and having the ability to iterate 
constantly, to work out the best combination of channel, funnel stage 
and message, will be key to sustained growth.

BALANCE SHORT TERM ACTIVATION WITH 
LONG TERM UPLIFT

Fredrik Wahlqvist, Founder, Sciart Marketing: With stronger 
regulation and consumer awareness around data, short term activation 
will become harder to track. Brands will need to start looking at long 
term uplift, but with the current economic climate this will be 
challenging for nearly all businesses.
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‘Brands need to find new and innovative
ways to cut-through increased online
competitiveness and quality. 

Brands will also need to do more in terms
of building trust and quality marques
across their products - you can no longer
just exist and say you are great.’

- Richard Brenkley, Founder
Better Agency

MARKETING
TRENDS: 2023
From web3.0 to 'deinfluencing', 2023 is already bringing 
the emergence of new trends, expected to drastically 
change how marketers approach their strategy.

In the next section, we drilled down to specific 'trends' 
within the marketing world, and asked our 
respondents to highlight the tactics, strategies, and new 
technologies that they predicted to have the most 
impact in the year ahead. 
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In-house respondentsAgency respondents

We asked respondents, on a scale of 1-12, to rank 
the below 'trends' in order of expected impact in 
the year ahead:

MARKETING TRENDS: 2023

Personalised experiences and
communication
Investment in organic growth and
channels
Responsible consumerism -
sustainability, ethics
Account-Based Marketing
Employer branding and employee
activation
Livestreaming and Video Content
Hyper-localised marketing
Rising social platforms - TikTok, BeReal,
Pinterest
Influencer marketing and partnerships
AI-driven or 'conversational' marketing
Virtual and F2F events
PR 'stunts' and campaigns

THE QUESTION

THE RESULTS
Responses from in-house teams were 
considerably more varied in their ranking of the 
trends, resulting in a far more narrow range of 
average rankings. 

Key discrepancies between in-house and 
agency predictions appear in the assumed 
impact of PR 'stunts' and campaigns, AI-
driven marketing tactics, Influencer 
Marketing, and rising social platforms such as 
TikTok, BeReal, and Pinterest.

Personalised experiences and
communication

Investment in organic growth
and channels

Responsible consumerism -
sustainability, ethics

Account-Based Marketing

Employer branding and
employee activation

Livestreaming and Video
Content

Hyper-localised marketing

Rising social platforms - TikTok,
BeReal, Pinterest

Influencer marketing and
partnerships

AI-driven or 'conversational'
marketing

Virtual and F2F events

PR 'stunts' and campaigns

Of the below trends, which do you feel will make the
greatest impact in 2023?
Number indicates average 'ranking' of trend in order of importance from 1-12.
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Investment in organic growth channels PR 'stunts' and campaignsLivestreaming and video content

Rising social platforms - TikTok,
BeReal, Pinterest

Personalised experiences and
communication

Employer branding and employee
activation

Virtual and F2F events Influencer marketing and partnerships AI-driven or 'conversational' marketing

Account-Based Marketing
Responsible consumerism -
sustainability, ethics Hyper-localised marketing

MARKETING TRENDS: 2023

Though the 'mean' of the rankings gives a broad 
indication, further insights are visible when we 
examine the trends most frequently ranked #1 
by our respondents.

A CLOSER LOOK: 2023
MARKETING TRENDS, RANKED

#1: PERSONALISED EXPERIENCES
AND COMMUNICATION
More than 40% of in-house - and more than 
50% of agency - respondents ranked
'Personalised experiences and communication' 
as one of the top 3 impactful trends for 2023.

#2: INVESTMENT IN ORGANIC
GROWTH CHANNELS
Investments into organic growth channels was 
the most common #1 choice for in-house 
teams, with more than 17% of respondents 
giving it the top spot for impact.

#3: RESPONSIBLE CONSUMERISM
-SUSTAINABILITY & ETHICS
19% of all agency respondents ranked the rise 
of more responsible consumerism as the most 
impactful trend for 2023 - selected by just 9%
of their in-house counterparts.

1 12priority ranking
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KEY
CONSIDERATIONS:
A BIRD'S EYE 
VIEW.

Advice from both in-house and agency marketing 
leaders for the year ahead.

"One area that may be challenging in marketing in the future is

personalization." // "ChatGPT is brilliant and bullshit in equal measure."

// "On one hand, I've done plenty of work to ensure we can make data-

driven resources. In general, that means we can cut back on what hasn't

been working, and dial up on what has." // "Our customers are 100% the

most important part of our 2023 strategy." // "Improved attribution and

reporting to ensure better clarity on where valuable budget should be

spent" // "I believe people are going to lean in to more 'human'

experiences with businesses - the 'human touch'." // " As more and more

consumers adopt ad-blocking software, it may become increasingly

difficult for marketers to reach their target audience through traditional

channels." // "With the growing popularity of mobile learning and

educational apps, there is likely to be increased competition in the market.

Therefore, it is important for us to continuously innovate and

improve our product offering to maintain our competitive edge." // "I

believe investing sustainably in growth through focusing on customers is

going to be key, building channels and content to offer value at every

stage." // "Saturating our target segment so completely that we spill over

into adjacent segments" // "Often these marketing leaders are simply

responding to small fires, rather than executing segmented elements of

a grand plan." // "They may increase marketing spend making certain key

terms more difficult to compete for, or they may reduce leaving the

potential to make gains - Keeping a close eye on their activity will be

crucial." // " To scale rapidly, any brand needs significant investment at

those early growth stages at the expense of an ideal ROAS." // "Allocate

budgets wisely. While it might appear to make sense to push budget to

measurable channels, like search, we need to maintain some level of brand

awareness" // "Messaging and approaches should be adjusted to adapt to

changing behaviours and sentiment, but hiding your brand away to

save money could limit your own recovery."
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2023 - A BIRD'S EYE VIEW

FINAL ADVICE FOR MARKETERS IN 2023

From more authentic brand messages to balancing long-term success 
against pressure to demonstrate ROI, 2023 shows a more diverse landscape 
than ever. We asked experts from across the industry to share what they 
think all marketing leaders should be keeping front-of-mind in 2023.

Measuring success

"Before you start any activity, understand what success 
looks like and how it is going to be measured."

- David Lucy, Head of Performance, december19

Marketing and macroeconomics

"Marketers need to ensure that they understand their 
objectives. Often these marketing leaders are simply 
responding to small fires, rather than executing segmented 
elements of a grand plan."

- Phil Gregory, Founder, Peak District SEO

"Diversity! Channel diversity (and as such, KPI diversity) 
and a solid short-to-medium term strategy is vital. Hit the 
quick wins while the long-term strategy gains momentum."

- Nick Boyle, Technical SEO Director, The Audit Lab

31% OF IN-HOUSE RESPONDENTS CITED ATTRIBUTION AND DATA
TRACKING AS A MAJOR CHALLENGE IN 2023

"How to use data to analyse channels more effectively and 
really understand elements like customer lifetime value. We 
have seen rising costs across many platforms and that is 
squeezing budgets really tight. 

If we use data to inform decision-making more, we can 
better understand the impact of our investment and ensure 
we're spending in the right places to drive growth."

- Rebecca Wilkes, Client Services Director, Summit Media

CUSTOMER RETENTION AND LOYALTY WAS SELECTED BY 54% OF
IN-HOUSE RESPONDENTS AS A KEY OPPORTUNITY THIS YEAR.

"Recessions provide an opportunity for marketing teams to 
really shine and demonstrate the real impact they can have. 
Start with really knowing your customer and the rest will 
follow."

- Tristan Morris, Brand Consultancy Director, TrunkBBI

" Listening has always been the most important skill that 
marketers can develop, so building a deep understanding of 
customers, markets, share of voice vs. share of wallet, and 
having the ability to iterate constantly, to work out the best 
combination of channel, funnel stage and message, will be 
key to sustained growth."

- Becky Holland, CEO, BH&P

"Our customers are 100% the most important part of our 
2023 strategy. We're heading into a truly difficult time and 
ensuring we position our brand as one who genuinely cares 
and wants to support all our customers will not only help 
with brand awareness but is also morally the right thing to 
do."

- Sarah-Louisa Stanton, Marketing Manager,
Meridian Business Support

"It's never been difficult to sell a £2 coin for £1. To scale 
rapidly, any brand needs significant investment at those 
early growth stages at the expense of an ideal ROAS. 

That said, with so many online failures and tech cutbacks in 
2022, I believe more businesses will start demanding 
measurable and profitable results from marketing activity 
from day 0, across all channels.."

- Jon Hudghton, eCommerce Director, smartebusiness
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2023 - A BIRD'S EYE VIEW

'Going long' with brand authenticity and reputation

"My advice for marketers this year is to base their decisions 
on longer-term brand values and integrity rather than quick 
wins."

- Martin Meadows, Managing Director, Workhouse

Upping the ante with your audience

"I believe investing sustainably in growth through focusing 
on customers is going to be key, building channels and 
content to offer value at every stage."

- Carol Howley, Chief Marketing Officer, Exclaimer

"In-house marketing leaders need to carefully weigh up 
whether they can afford *not* to maintain/ increase 
marketing investment in 2023. 

Scaling back in the short-term is understandable as the 
economy struggles, but businesses who do so may find they've 
fallen well behind competitors who maintained investment 
when they restore their budgets later on - and can't catch up."

- Dan Rawley, Marketing Manager, Evoluted

48% OF IN-HOUSE MARKETERS CHOSE AN INVESTMENT IN PR AND
REPUTATION BUILDING AS A KEY OPPORTUNITY IN THE NEW YEAR.

"Though marketing leaders should plan (and communicate) 
adjusted performance expectations, the return marketing 
activity provides could make or break your business. 
Realistically some cuts will need to be made - so make sure 
they are in the channels with no measurable return on 
investment (ROI). 

Messaging and approaches should be adjusted to adapt to 
changing behaviours and sentiment, but hiding your brand 
away to save money could limit your own recovery."

- Ben Foster, CEO, The SEO Works

PERSONALISED EXPERIENCES, ON AVERAGE, RECEIVED THE HIGHEST
RANKING ON THE LIST OF IMPACTFUL TRENDS THIS YEAR.

"Focussing on customer experience and given consumers a 
real reason to shop with you will be key in 2023. 

Rewarding loyalty and attracting customers through 
personalisation will allow you to gain a competitive 
advantage in what will be tricky market conditions."

- Ian Hyde, Head of Digital Performance, Visualsoft

" Managing budgets while still achieving objectives is going 
to be crucial. There will be much more competing for 
customers and marketing leaders need to be brave with their 
plans to maximise every opportunity."

- Rachel Lilley, Owner, SnowLilley Marketing

"Create content that consumers can’t create themselves. It’s 
hard to create aspiration and brand mental availability if 
your touch points are the same as their iPhone camera roll 
or Instagram stories. Bring back escapism!"

- Kieran Edwards, Creative Director, Dead Pixel Films
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WHAT'S NEXT?

 ABOUT

BOOK A CALL

Camilla Ellerton
Consumer Marketing Director

There are more than 25,000 marketing 
agencies in the UK. Use your time wisely.

The agency market is saturated, noisy, and it can be hard to know where to
start.

At worst, the agency search and benchmarking process is time consuming, risky
and even costly. At best, it can still leave you with that ‘what if’ feeling.

As a free-to-use marketing intermediary, The GO! Network exists to help build
proper relationships between brands and agencies. 

We support hundreds of in-house marketing teams every year, by running the
search and selection process from end-to-end. Every step in our approach is
built to give you a better chance of success in the long run, removing that ‘what
if’ feeling for good.

With coverage across every industry, all of our services run according to your
requirements, helping you to source and connect with best-in-class marketing
agencies of all shapes, sizes, and specialisms.

Learn more about our process
Get involved in our community

" GO! were incredibly swift and
supportive throughout the entire

process. 

The team helped to set us up with a
clear brief, and rightly challenged us

on our requirements, enabling us to get
to a great outcome. 

The shortlist of marketing agencies
provided were spot on, with a very

smooth and quick process to the final
agency selected."
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hello@thegonetwork.com

News & Media enquiries
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